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Bar is our less powerful, but very versatile 2 channel amp. The Bar features 2 channel digital IR, 2 channel effects, as well as a utility pedal for string bending. We had a great time setting

this amp up for this article, the best one of the bunch. This amp has a straightforward, clean sound without being boring and it's perfect for blues, rock, and even metal guitar solos. Head is
a 1 channel guitar amplifier with a cabinet simulator. This is our most versatile amp in this set. It has a sound that complements both the heavy and sweet tones of its brother, Bar, and
that's why we chose it. Good for blues, rock, and even metal guitar solos, Head has it all! Madwatt M1 delivers solid and punchy clean tones with good definition. The M1 is a lot of fun to
play and manipulate with the few controls it has. The natural response is quite good. M1 is a perfect candidate to use when playing lo-fi or raw clean guitar tracks. There is a little crunch

that is added to the tone that can help define the sound but its manageable. Its also a perfect template to run the TubeBender thru for a more distorted grunge tone. Acme Bar Gig Tesla is
an overdriven distortion plug-in. Its a great opportunity to “get off the beaten path” in that you can dial in a range of distortion with a lot of control. Im not talking about wah and gain, but
rather about shaping the signal through frequency ranges. Tesla has a number of waveshaping controls to ease this in. Distortion frequencies can be turned up, treble response can be cut

out, and overall gain can be balanced. Tesla is a throw back to the days of “under the hood” distortion. For those looking for a more cleanly distorted sound, this doesnt do that. Its the
closest thing to a vintage solid state amplifier youll ever get and it still doesnt work that well in a live setting. A number of the options are overkill for a live guitarist when compared to other

distortion plugins. What comes out of the Tesla is more of an atypical distortion if you will, and that is good, even if it isnt typical of a tube amp.
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Acme Bar Gig Solo an Ampeg SVT was used. I wanted to
replicate a classic amp tone that would be sure to impress

your guitarist friends. The SVT's combo tone is reminiscent of
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the 50s in tone in an extremely low gain setting. However, it is
capable of a great deal of versatility when it comes to making
different and unique tones, although the fatter the tone, the
more you have to push the pedalboard to change the tone.
When played solo, it is a great guitar amplifier, but when

played in a mix, it is a more versatile tone that can be
modified a number of ways. AmpTabs is an amp, cabinet and

speaker simulator with endless combinations of flavors of gain,
distortion and overdrive. In addition to being a configurable

amp, cabinet and speaker simulator, the plugin also has direct
controls for EQ, volume and phase, and effects such as chorus

and flange. This plugin has a modular, yet easy to use and
understand interface. The plugin can be used in a standalone

or linked manner to other plugins. Zyn::Mada is a perfect
companion to TSE X50, and I predict that it will be my guitar

amp of choice for all my future recording projects. It rivals TSE
X50 and will drive anyone into shock if they consider it. Zyn

has a wide range of practical and useful controls: gain,
equalization, drive amount, muting, Zyn has built in

compression and effects such as chorus and flange, all in a
plugin that is easy to use and intuitive. I played around with a
lot of different amp sims before starting this project, but Zyn is

without a doubt the best work I have ever done on a guitar
amp sim. It has a response and a range that is hard to believe,
and it gives me serious hope that there is a new player in the

field. 5ec8ef588b
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